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Delicious By-products 
Companies will continue to innovate when it comes to using waste from different 
food processes to create new offerings. Think energy bars made with spent grain from 
beer production (ReGrained), cashew apple juice (Sweet Benin), or to take it a step 
further and out of the edible realm – lightshades made from mycelium grown on used 
brewing grains, as at chef Douglas McMaster’s Silo restaurant in London; all helping 
to reduce food waste in the process, currently estimated at over one billion tonnes 
annually. Upcycling is nothing new in food, but as technology advances it is sure to 
become more and more interesting.

Previously, supermarket ranges were the domains of a select few TV chefs but the 
pandemic has brought the need for new revenue streams into sharp focus. With the 
popularity and trust of chefs at an all time high we will see high-end chefs, who two 
years ago would never have dreamt of selling through a supermarket, suddenly filling 
the shelves with their new ranges. It’s already happening: Momofuku is in Wholefoods; 
Ana Roš has launched a product line with Slovenian retailer Tuš; and Lima’s meaty 
Osso restaurant and butchery has its products in Peru’s biggest grocery stores. 
Could Noma’s house garums be next as a way to fund the future development of the 
restaurant?

Chefs on Shelves



‘Shroom Beverage Boom 
The functional mushroom category, which includes the likes of lion’s mane, chaga 
and reishi mushrooms, has been growing significantly in recent years and we are 
starting to see that extend into the beverage market. Think canned lattes, coffees, 
tonics, booze-free craft cocktails and other elixirs, all with purported health 
benefits, from improving cognitive function, to boosting immunity and libido. A 
liquid fungi fix could be the new kombucha and analysts are predicting that demand 
for functional – note, not psychedelic psilocybin – mushrooms in all forms could 
push the mushroom market in the US to as much as US$ 3.51 billion by 2027. Get 
ready for the ‘shroom boom. 

The Producer as Star
More than ever during the pandemic, many chefs came to realise the importance 
of supporting their producers, and the danger of the whole supply chain collapsing 
without action. Some even created new products to sell in supermarkets in order 
to stop produce going to waste (Ana Roš again). Chefs and restaurants have always 
celebrated their producers, with the odd mention in the menu, in the website blurb, or 
in server spiel, but in 2022 we will see them centre stage. The likes of Daniel Humm, 
who recently took Eleven Madison Park completely plant-based, is to be regularly 
found singing the praises of his Upstate New York farmer on social media, whilst in 
Paris, the Little Red Door cocktail bar has even gone so far as include pictures of their 
producers on their menus.



Education, 
Education, Education
Education of both kitchen staff and diners will help the industry bounce back from 
the pandemic, in the opinion of top chefs. Dan Barber’s recently reopened Blue Hill at 
Stone Barns will operate as 75% restaurant, 25% educational workshop, with an entire 
day dedicated to staff learning, with tours and classes to satisfy a public more deeply 
interested than ever in the workings of their favourite restaurants. At Sean Brock’s 
Audrey in Nashville, staff development is key with classroom and research spaces, 
while chefs from Gordon Ramsay to Jefferson Rueda are launching culinary schools. 
Then there is the new S.Pellegrino Young Chef Academy, which is nurturing the game 
changing culinary talent of the future through an educational program, and mentoring 
and networking opportunities.

Happy 
Kitchens
Keeping the workforce happy is no longer optional in hospitality. A physically and 
mentally strong and engaged team is essential. In 2022 we will continue to see changes 
and new initiatives in kitchen culture to ensure the health of the kitchen, from better 
equity and new business models, to free learning resources for chefs, to workplace 
wellness – three-Michelin-star chef Hélène Darroze is toying with the idea of an 
onsite massage therapist, for example. Our recent Better Business survey identified 
reducing burnout as a major concern for professional chefs, while over in San 
Francisco at the restaurant Sons & Daughters, chef Teague Moriarty has implemented 
a profit-sharing model, giving staff a greater stake in the business. Team psychologists 
could become the norm, so kudos to those restaurants that already employ them. 



City ExodusCheckout Woes
In a reconfigured post-pandemic world, more flagship fine-dining restaurants 
will escape the city to take up residence in the country where they can be closer to 
producers, staff and the land. Restaurants will look to establish destination experiences 
that draw customers both from the city, potentially with rooms, and from the localised 
working-from-home clientele. Rates and costs in the city will continue to make the 
urban fine-dining restaurant a more exclusive and expensive proposition, while lower-
cost rural business models will benefit. Examples include Merlin Labron-Johnson, 
the former Portland and Clipstone chef, who has left London to open Osip, a 30-cover 
restaurant in the tiny town of Bruton in Somerset. Will Guidara, formerly of Eleven 
Madison Park, is rumoured to be opening a restaurant far from the Big Apple, on a farm 
and Joshua Skenes left San Francisco and his lauded Saison behind to trek into the wilds 
of Washington State to welcome eaters to his remote Skenes Ranch.

Supply chain issues and inflation pressures, particularly in energy, transportation 
and packaging, will contribute to rising food prices in 2022, so expect to pay more for 
your weekly grocery shop. In fact, according to the FAO, global food prices at the end 
of 2021 were at their highest for over a decade and this is set to continue into the New 
Year. All the more reason to investigate new ways to utilise and cut back on food waste 
at home, we say. In restaurants, already struggling with a labour shortage, we may see 
those price hikes passed on to the diner: the cost of eating out in the US, for example, 
has risen more than 5% over the past year. 



Community Hubs
With working from home, or at least a hybrid model representing the future of work, many 
restaurants are making their dining room spaces available for people who are tired of their 
kitchen tables doubling up as home offices. London is ahead of the curve on this one with 
many cafés, pubs and brasseries available to home office workers who, incidentally, need 
to eat when lunchtime rolls around. Places such as St Pancras Brasserie and Champagne Bar 
and Dean Street Townhouse are just the tip of the iceberg. And as society reconfigures its use 
of urban space, there is an opportunity for restaurants to embed themselves in their local 
communities outside of their traditional hours of service. The same goes for the restaurant 
as a community hub for cultural events. In Oakland, California, the storied restaurant 
Mexicali Rose, which closed in 2018, has been revived as a multi-use cultural space called 
For the Culture that honours the restaurant that went before it.

NFTs
An NFT, or Non-Fungible Token, is a crypto-asset designed to create scarcity (and thus 
value) in the digital realm, essentially creating digital collectibles that increasingly 
are being flipped for profit. Having taken the digital art world by storm (artist Beeple 
set a record for a sale at auction of US $69 million), savvy chefs and restaurants may 
begin to explore this trend in search of the big bucks. In fact, NFTs could become 
lucrative revenue streams for chefs and restaurants and even allow those in hospitality 
to increase profits from their own signature creations – from dishes to cocktails. As 
an example, the first photograph of the late bartender and drinks writer gaz regan’s 
famous ‘finger-stirred’ negroni will be auctioned off as an NFT for charity. That 
bartender you refused to tip last night? She just bought the bar. 
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Data sources
www.businessmarketinsights.com/reports/north-america-
mushroom-market

www.fao.org/worldfoodsituation/foodpricesindex/en/

www.dol.gov/newsroom/economicdata/cpi_11102021.pdf

www.fao.org/news/story/en/item/197623/icode/

Meat Tax
There’s a growing sentiment among governments that taxing meat might help reduce 
the harmful effects of industrial animal farming on the environment – livestock 
accounts for 14.5% of global greenhouse gas emissions – while pushing people to 
non-meat alternatives. Thus far though, there has been zero legislative action, with 
powerful interests at play, bar the odd politician willing to go out on a limb. Could 
restaurants be the ones to lead the charge? It would certainly send out a powerful 
message about the true cost of meat from chefs, who are leading on sustainability 
issues. And, perhaps this is the kind of tax avoidance the world can really get behind?
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